The road less travelled……. To explore more..
1.

Fragrance Trail-The Scent/ Perfume tour – One Day Tour (Lucknow- Kannauj--Lucknow)
The fragrance of Kannauj Itra is well known to the world. This journey will take you to Trans
through aroma of ancient and medieval India and its ability of natural therapy and healing. The
journey provides you an opportunity to go through the process of making of Itra.

2.

Tana- Bana- Gehana Trail- The Textile and Jwellery Tour- One Day City Tour ( Lucknow,
Varanasi and Agra)
Explore the excellence in different type of craftwork. Join the Textile and Jewellery trail where
master artisans continue to mesmerize people with their brilliant skills exhibited in their
dedicated and competent artistry in creating works of wonder.

3.

Gharana trail- A journey through Musical Gharanas of UP 07 Days Tour (Musical Dynasty)
of UP
Music is said to be the language of Soul and thus becomes a universal language. India has an
exquisite grandeur of music that has potential to move one’s body and soul. Uttar Pradesh has
various epicenters of music origination where still guru shishya and gharana parampara
(traditions) exists with same efficiency which ancient and medieval India had. Music is practiced
religiously in these parts of Uttar Pradesh and influences the contemporary music and
Bollywood too.
Kirana / Shamali-Rampur-Shaswan / Rampur-Classical Vocal /Agra- Tabla / FarukkhabadKathak / Thumari / Lucknow- classical vocal / Hariharpur / Azamgarh -Vocal Classical /Kathak
/ Thumari / Benaras / Varanasi)

4.

Birding Trail- The Bird Trail 03 Days Tour (Okhala/Surajpur/Noida- Keetham/AgraPatna/Etah-Samaan/ Mainpuri- Etwah- Lakh Bahousi/kannauj- Nawabganj/ UnnaoSandi/Hardoi-Kishanpu/Dudhwa-Lucknow)
Be the part of melodious chirping flock. Uttar Pradesh is a natural habitat of several species of
birds and has number Bird sanctuaries which attract migratory birds during season. Let’s figure
out why and how these birds find Uttar Pradesh as their home so naturally.

5.

Gadar Trail-1857 Trail 03 Days Tour (Delhi-Meerut-Etwah-Kalpi-Jhanshi-Bithoor/Kanpur
Lucknow)
From Meerut Mutiny to Gadar, from spark to blaze. The whole story of Indian Independence is
brimmed with the bravery and passion of freedom and Uttar Pradesh is proud mother state of
those freedom lovers who dreamed of independence and made the dream come true.
Live every single moment and experience the first war of independence against the British
rule.

6.

The Glass Trail (Delhi- Firozabad-Delhi)
Bangles that clink in the hands of Indian woman make a sound of prosperity & joy and are also
most favorite ornament of women and girls in terms of fashion and tradition. Firozabad-the
crystal city is known for Bangles and Glass work. You can gift your special one a bangle made
by your own self.
This tour will give you an experience of how do they do it?

7.

Countryside Trail- Village Tours/ Orchard Tourism One day City Tour ( HariharpurMubarkpur in Azamgarh/ Kakori in Lucknow/ Holipur in Agra, Baghan/ Bulandsahar)
Its farmers and artisans who have shaped the country and they also contribute largely to the
Indian economy. Rightly said the real India lives in village and village tourism/ Orchard
Tourism is one source of getting familiar with India and Indianness.
So be there…See them…..and feel blessed that you saw!!!

8.

Handicraft Trail (Lucknow/ Agra/ Mooradabad/ Aligarh/ Saharanpur /Varanasi).
India is one of the richest countries in terms of Handicraft. We have different arts and
handicrafts that originate from various parts of the nation with its unique and exquisite piece of
artwork. The crafts of Uttar Pradesh are unparallel and yet have a history behind every bit of it
and thus becomes worth seeing, buying and gifting to loved ones.

Note: The above tours are available as per demand of Tourist.

